Des idées cousues main

da: Hachette Pratique

Modello: LIBFR-9782012302044

Des idées cousues main
26 original projects to create for oneself, your house or friends: little crocheted animals, pochettes, dolls etc. Some modern projects which will make you recuperate old blankets, covers and canvas. Illustrated instructions + 13 models large size.
Pip Lincoln, from Australia, is a craft lover. She owns a personal shop where she sells home made design products. 144 pages.

Price: € 22.50 (incl. VAT)
Idées à coudre

Modello: LIBFR-9782012305090

Idées à coudre

Pip Lincoln has turned vintage elegance into her distinguishing mark. You can find 25 sewing projects of hers, here: children, men and women wear, as well as handy things for your home. Ideal for beginners, this handbook includes a life-size paper pattern for each project, along with step by step instructions. You'll discover the art of patchwork and how to customize your creations in detail. Lively colors, vintage fabrics, natural and easy to sew ideas!

Pip Lincoln, Australian and "craft- addicted", owns a shop where she sells her handmade creations.

152 pages

Price: € 24.90 (incl. VAT)
Tunique à encolure carrée: Mon modèle favori

da: Hachette Pratique

Modello: LIBFR-9782012307216

Tunique à encolure carrée: Mon modèle favori

Price: € 6.90 (incl. VAT)
Robe à plastron: Mon modèle favori

da: Hachette Pratique

Modello: LIBFR-9782012307209

Robe à plastron: Mon modèle favori

**Price**: € 6.90 (incl. VAT)
Books and Magazines

Petits bracelets, liens et petits grigris
da: Hachette Pratique

Petits bracelets, liens et petits grigris

Modello: LIBFR-9782012307155

Price: € 8.50 (incl. VAT)
L' Atelier du Cuir

da: Hachette Pratique

Modello: LIBFR-9782012307315

Atelier du Cuir
23 bags, clutches and accessories to sew.
Author: Akemi Kanazawa
88 pages in French

Price: € 16.90 (incl. VAT)
Tuniques et robes tome 2

23 dresses and tunics models in different styles but with that feminine touch to it. All paper models are real-size from size 4 to 6 and illustrated instructions go with every project.

By Yoshiko Tsukiori

88 pages in French

Price: € 16.90 (incl. VAT)
Broderies nordiques

da: Hachette Pratique

Modello: LIBFR-9782012307384

Broderies nordiques

A needle and threads, that is all that is needed by an embroider. Inspired by the traditional embroidery of the different swedish territories, the author suggests a selections of of colorful an patterned designs. Applicable on clothes, accessories or homeware, these embroideries have a contemporary taste without retracting their origins. Different techniques are explained in detail and practical advices will guide you through the choice of materials and maintenance of your works.

Author/s: Karin Holmberg

128 pages in French

Price: € 14.90 (incl. VAT)
Petit Pan - vivre en multicolore

Modello: LIBFR-9782012384835

Petit Pan - vivre en multicolore
15 colorful treasures to light up your everyday: knitted rugs, hair clippers, shelves, labels ... poetical projects inspired by the stylist of Petit Pan

Author: Myriam Loor (de)
144 pages in French.

Price: € 12.90 (incl. VAT)
Customisez!

Modello: LIBFR-9782012384811

Customisez!
15 simple ideas to create and customize clothes and accessories! easy and original projects by Aimee, Clones'n'Clowns blogger.
Author: Aimee Woods
64 pages in French.

Price: € 8.90 (incl. VAT)
Déco ludique pour chambre d'enfant

da: Hachette Pratique

Modello: LIBFR-9782012307339

Déco ludique pour chambre d'enfant
15 projects to sew, full of poetry and humour, to decorate your kids room in a playful way. From the bowling game with vegetables to the telephone, all these things will find their utility while lighting up the house.

Author: Lisa Sanchis
96 pages in French.

Price: € 16.90 (incl. VAT)
Bandeaux, headbands et bijoux de cheveux

15 hair accessories projects to do yourself to style your ‘do in a fashionable, original and delightful way: headbands, combs, hairbands ... There are just so many possibilities and all DIY.

Author: Aimee Woods
64 pages in French.

Price: € 9.90 (incl. VAT)
My little déco

da: Hachette Pratique

Modello: LIBFR-9782012384989

My little déco
This book suggests 5 unique and colorful objects to assemble to light up your children's room.
44 pages in French

Price: € 15.90 (incl. VAT)
Atelier loom: Bracelets, colliers et autres accessoires

da: Hachette Pratique

Modello: LIBFR-9782012385078

What are llom bands? They are small rubber bands in all colors that you can enjoy matching until you'll create stunning bracelets, rings, necklaces, etc. All kinds of combinations, shapes and colors, the possibilities are limitless and the only limit is your imagination!

Authors: John MCCann, Becky Thomas

96 pages in French

Price: € 9.90 (incl. VAT)
Tricoter haut en couleurs

da: Hachette Pratique

Modello: LIBFR-9782012384927

You might think that it's obsolete, but knitting unravels all its modernity in this work: bright colors, feminine cuts, vintage touches. Twenty designs for clothes and accessories to learn the basics of knitting and gradually develop more elaborate techniques.

After about twenty pages of instructions of the different techniques with illustrated step by steps, Anna Wilkinson presents ten simple projects to familiarize with the art of knitting and prove that it's possible to create fashionable accessories with a few basic stitches and ten more complex projects to let your imagination run free. Mittens, cardigans, collars, sleeveless tops for winter or summer, there is plenty to choose from to renovate your wardrobe.

Author: Anna Wilkinson

144 pages in French

Price: € 16.00 (incl. VAT)
Books and Magazines

**Disney au point de croix**
da: Hachette Pratique

Modello: LIBFR-9782012036932

More than 40 designs depicting the characters from the Disney universe await you in this work:
- From A for Ariel to Z for Zip, you will find a complete illustrated alphabet:
- 12 bigger designs
- 12 miniatures for tinier works

Create personalized messages and unique works to fill your world with Disney: embellish a pillow, accessories, embroider a bag, etc.
80 pages in French

**Price: € 12.90** (incl. VAT)
Macramé - Projets modernes et décoratifs à réaliser vous-même
by Hachette Pratique

Macramé is trendy again ... but we're not talking about lamp shades or doilies! This beautiful technique allows you to create beautiful and elegant decorating objects for your interiors in flashy colors such as plant holders and more. Fifteen amazing and easy projects to discover and learn the basics of macramé. Give your home a boho-chic touch!

Author: Justine Gaillard
72 pages in French

Price: € 12.90 (incl. VAT)